
Bio 102 Practice Problems 

Gene Expression and Regulation 

Multiple choice: Unless otherwise directed, circle the one best answer: 

1. Which of the following statements is true about gene regulation in bacteria? 

A. Activator proteins bind near promoters and increase efficiency of translation. 

B. Small-molecule “sensors” usually bind DNA and change its 3D structure allosterically. 

C. Genes with related functions are often grouped together and have a single start codon. 

D. Repressor proteins block transcription by binding to operator sequences. 

E. Enhancers are commonly used to regulate transcription. 

 

2.  Prokaryotic cells can have more than one functional start codon per mRNA because: 

A. They have no introns. 

B. Both transcription and translation happen in the same cellular compartment. 

C. The activity of the lac repressor is regulated based on the physiological conditions. 

D. Prokaryotic promoters consist of two separated sequences: the -10 box and the -35 box. 

E. Prokaryotic ribosomes bind to Shine-Dalgarno sequences. 

 



Short answer (show your work or thinking to get partial credit): 

1. Testosterone (shown at right) is a hormone that plays important roles in male 

development and reproduction. Among other things, it stimulates germ cells in the 

seminiferous tubules of the testes to divide by meiosis and produce sperm. 

a. Like all hormones, testosterone travels in the blood throughout the body. How 

do you think it “knows” that it should have an effect on a germ cell but not, for 

example, a liver cell?  

 Only the germ cell would contain a cytoplasmic testosterone receptor protein. 

b. How will testosterone affect what the germ cell does? Obviously you don’t know the specifics, but you 

should be able to discuss a general mechanism. 

 Testosterone in the blood will enter cells (all cells)—this is a steroid hormone, so it can freely pass 

through cell membranes. In the germ cells, it will bind to a testosterone receptor protein in the cytoplasm, 

and the hormone-receptor complex will then enter the nucleus, becoming a transcription factor (activator) 

and binding to enhancer sequences near the promoters of the genes that need to be turned on. 

 

2. The amazing Dr. Johnston, yeast biologist extraordinaire, has discovered a new species of yeast that can grow 

on high-quality chocolate bars. Dr. Johnston’s new yeast species has three specific enzymes needed to break 

down lipids found in chocolate. 

a. Describe a process by which a yeast cell might turn on a gene in response to the presence of these lipids 

in its environment. 

 There could be more than one correct answer, but one is that the lipids might enter the cell and bind to a 

repressor, allosterically inactivating it and allowing genes to be transcribed. (The lipids could equally well 

activate an activator.)  

 

b. When it senses the lipids, the yeast cell would like to be able to turn on the genes for all three of these 

enzymes at once. Suggest how it might coordinate the regulation of the three genes (turn them all off or 

all on together). 

 Yeast is a eukaryote, so we won’t find the genes organized into an operon. However, each of the three 

genes could have a binding site for the same repressor or activator in the promoter or enhancer region, so 

that all three would be regulated the same way. 

 

3. One effect of the hormone testosterone (see structure at right) in males is to 

increase muscle mass. It does this by increasing the expression of a number of 

genes, including myoD. Draw a sketch to show how testosterone might act to 

increase expression of myoD in a muscle cell. 

You should have quickly recognized that this molecule is a 

steroid, since we have looked at both cholesterol and 

progesterone as examples of steroids. If it’s a steroid hormone, 

then it enters the cell by moving directly through the 

membrane, binds to a receptor protein in the cytoplasm to make 

a functional transcriptional activator which then moves into the 

nucleus and binds to the promoter region of genes that 

testosterone turns on, in this case myoD. 

 

 

 

 

 



4. Mutations in the genes of the lac operon might affect the regulation of β-galactosidase synthesis. For each 

mutation listed below, fill in the chart by indicating whether β-galactosidase would be (R)egulated normally, 

always (ON) or always (OFF). 

 

mutation 

ββββ-galactosidase 

regulation 

mutation in operator site prevents repressor from binding 

(repressor can’t bind to block transcription) 
ON 

mutation in lacI gene prevents repressor from binding operator 

(repressor can’t bind to block transcription) 
ON 

mutation in lacI gene prevents repressor from binding lactose 

(lactose can’t bind to change repressor shape and prevent it from binding DNA) 
OFF 

mutation in -10 region of lacZ promoter prevents sigma factor from binding 

(sigma has to bind promoter in order for transcription to start) 
OFF 

nonsense mutation in lacZ gene 

(can’t make any β-galactosidase protein, but transcription still regulated OK) 
R 

 

5. You are studying the response of humans to chocolate. So far, you know that after eating chocolate, a 

molecule called cocosterol, which resembles cholesterol, appears in the blood. Shortly thereafter, five 

specific genes are activated, but only in cells of the liver, the intestinal lining, the heart and the brain. Show 

with a labeled diagram what you think might be happening in one of the target cells that causes the genes to 

be activated. 

Cocosterol is probably a steroid hormone, released by a gland in 

response to eating chocolate. The steroid hormone would bind to a 

cytoplasmic recptor (SHR) and then move to the nuclus, where the 

combination of the hormone and receptor would be acive as a 

transcription factor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Each of the mutations listed in the table below would affect the function of the lac operon in E. coli. For 

each mutation, indicate whether β-galactosidase would be made (at a high level) in the presence or absence 

of the molecules shown. The results for an unmutated operon are given as an example. 

 β-galactosidase produced at high level when: 

 
lactose absent 
glucose absent 

lactose present 
glucose absent 

no mutation (control) No Yes 

mutation in repressor gene: 
prevents repressor from binding operator 

Yes Yes 

mutation in CAP binding site: 
prevents CAP from binding DNA 

No No 

 

 

 

 



True or False? Read carefully: a question is false unless it is completely true! 

T□ F■ 1. Prokaryotic cells often regulate their genes at the level of translation or RNA processing. 

T■ F□ 2. Every cell in the human body has the same DNA, but different genes are expressed in different 

cell types or under different conditions. 

T■ F□ 3. Tryptophan is an allosteric activator of the trp operon repressor protein. 

T□ F■ 4. The receptor for a peptide hormone is located in the cytoplasm of a target cell, while the receptor 

for a steroid hormone is located in the cell membrane. 

T■ F□ 5. Within a few minutes after a steroid hormone is released into the blood, we would expect to find 

that molecule in the cytoplasm of any cell but in the nucleus only of its target cells. 

 


